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ABSTRACT 

A numerical simulation of a liquid overfeed system working with pure refrigerants in steady state conditions has 
been performed. The global algorithm is based on the sequential resolution of the different elements of the system 
(compressor, evaporator, condenser, ... ). For each element, a simplified mathematical model based on global 
balances of mass, momentum and energy is used. For the evaporator and condenser, specially tailored lumped 
parameter models have been developed based on an advanced detailed simulation model. In this way, global heat 
transfer coefficient (U) and the flow configuration factor (F) have been obtained. The behaviour of two refrigerant 
working fluids, ammonia and Rl34a, has been compared for a specified system and for different working 
conditions. 
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power [W] 

heat flux [W] 

mass flux [kg/s] 
oil mass flux [kg/s] 

auxiliar heat exhanger secondary fluid mass 

flow [kg/s] 

condenser secondary fluid mass flow [kg/s] 

evaporator secondary fluid mass flow [kg/s] 

heat transfer coefficient [W/m2 K] 
density [kg/m3

] 

efficiency 
thermal conductivity [W/m K] 
pressure drop [Pa] 
logarithmic temperature difference [K] 
gas superheating [K] 
height difference [m] 
longitudinal area [m2

] 

specific heat capacity cte press.[J/kg K] 
diameter [ m] 
configuration factor 
friction factor 
acceleration due to gravity [ m/s2

] 

enthalpy [J/kg] 
coefficient of pressure drop in singularities 
mass [kg] 
quantity of oil after the oil separator [ppm] 
pressure [Pa] 
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S cross section area [m2
] 

T temperature [K] 
U global heat transfer coefficient [W/m2 K] 
v velocity [m/s] 
Xa oil mass fraction in low pressure receiver 
Xg vapour quality 
subscripts 
aux,i inlet secondary fluid auxiliar heat exchanger 
aux,o outlet secondary fluid auxiliar heat 

exchanger 
IllS insulation 
c condenser 
c,i inlet secondary fluid condenser 
c,o outlet secondary fluid condenser 
cp compressor 
dis discharge 
E electrical 
e evaporator 
e,i inlet secondary fluid evaporator 
e,o outlet secondary fluid evaporator 
em electrical-mechanical 
ext external 
fric friction 
i inner 
numbers (1, 2, 3, ... )-points (see Figure 1) 
0 outer 
p pump 
r receiver 
sing singularities 
sue suction 
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INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this paper is to study the thermal and fluid-dynamic behaviour of liquid overfeed systems. In 
these systems, two main circuits with different refrigerant mass flow rates are used. The circuits are joined by a 
liquid-vapour separator (also called the low pressure receiver) that supplies saturated liquid to the evaporator and 
saturated vapour to the compressor. In these systems, the liquid refrigerant is partially evaporated in the 
evaporator. A review of advantages and disadvantages of these systems is presented in (1 ). 

A schematic representation of a overfeed system using a fin-and-tube evaporator is shown in Figure I. Three 
main circuits can be seen. The first one from point 1 to 16 contains: compressor, oil separator, condenser, receiver, 
expansion device, tube connections and other elements (valves, bends, etc.). The second circuit, from points 101 to 
I 07, contains: pump, fin-and-tube heat evaporator and tube connections. And the last one, from points 201 to 204 
(optional oil return circuit), contains: a plate heat exchanger (oil distiller) and tube connections. The high-pressure 
side is from point I to 8; the rest of the points are in the low pressure side. 
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Figure 1. Liquid overfeed system circuit using a fin-and-tube evaporator. 

A numerical simulation of a liquid overfeed system working with pure refrigerants in steady state conditions 
has been performed. The global algorithm is based on the sequential resolution of the different elements of the 
system (compressor, evaporator, condenser, ... ). For each element, a simplified mathematical model based on 
global balances of mass, momentum and energy is used. The different elements of the system are modelized on the 
basis of global balances of mass, momentum and energy. The information needed to solve the compressor (power 
consumption, volumetric efficiency, heat losses, etc.) is empirically obtained. The same technique is applied to the 
pump. The condenser, evaporator and auxiliary heat exchanger are solved using the F-factor analytical method. 
Pressure drops and heat losses or gains in the connecting tubes are also taken into account. The simulation is 
capable to predict the operating point of the system in function of the equipment's characteristics and the 
prevailing thermodynamic conditions. Pressures, temperatures and mass and volumetric fluxes are calculated in all 
the points. 

The global coefficients (global heat transfer coefficient, pressure drop coefficient, etc.) together with the 
influence of the flow configuration needed in the evaluation of some elements of the system (evaporator, 
condenser, ... ) have been obtained from advanced numerical simulation models. Thus, higher level numerical 
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simulations have been employed in the heat exchangers (fin-and-tube and double-pipe heat exchangers) (2)(3). In 
these elements the governing equations of the flow (continuity, momentum and energy) are solved using a finite 
volume fully implicit step by step numerical scheme. 

The thermal and fluid-dynamic behaviour of two refrigerant fluids, ammonia and Rl34a, has been studied for 
different boundary conditions. Global results such as the Moliere diagram and some working parameters 
(evaporator capacity, compressor discharge temperature, pressure ratio, COP, mass flux through the compressor 
and the pump) are presented. The refrigerant's properties are evaluated using REFPROP v5.0 (4). 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The present numerical model has been developed for steady state conditions and pure refrigerant fluids. The 
calculation of the refrigeration system is based on global energy, mass and momentum balances over the system's 
components. The three main circuits indicated in Figure 1 are: i) compressor circuit (point I to 16); ii) evaporator 
circuit (points 10 I to I 07); iii) auxiliary circuit for oil return (points 20 I to 204 ). In this section, the equations used 
in these balances are presented for each element of the system. 

Evaporator. A set of equations representing the global heat exchanged is obtained for the evaporator. The mass 
flux through the evaporator, the evaporator capacity and the outlet temperature of the secondary fluid are 
calculated from the following equations: 

(la) 

(lb) 

(I c) 

(I d) 

The outlet vapour mass fraction, Xg106, is obtained (assuming saturation conditions at the inlet section of the 
evaporator) from the circulating rate, xg106=I/[circulating rate]. The global heat transfer coefficient and the flow 
configuration, U 0eFe, is computed with the advanced numerical simulation developed for fin-and-tube heat 

exchangers (2). The inlet temperature Te,i and the mass flux ~e of the secondary fluid are known as boundary 

conditions. The circulation rate is fixed through the pump working frequency. The pressure drop through the 
evaporator is evaluated using the advanced numerical simulation, in this way a correlation function of the mass 
flux is developed for the evaluation of the pressure drop in different conditions. 

Condenser. A set of equations representing the global heat exchanged is obtained for the condenser. The heat 
capacity in the condenser, the refrigerant outlet enthalpy and the outlet temperature of the secondary fluid are 
calculated from the following equations: 

Qc = mi (hs - h4) 

Qc = m c (T . - T ) 
c p,c c,z c,o 

Q =U FA f\.T 
c oc c oc lm,c 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

(2d) 

The global heat transfer coefficient and the flow configuration, UocFc, is computed with an advanced numerical 

simulation. The inlet temperature Tc,i and the mass flux me of the secondary fluid are known as boundary 

conditions. The pressure drop in the condenser is evaluated in the same way that was explained in the evaporator. 

Compressor. The mechanical power applied to the fluid in the compressor ( Wcp) and the discharge temperature 

and enthalpy (Tt. h1) are obtained from an energy balance and the relationship between the electrical power and 
the mechanical power applied to the refrigerant, 
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Wcp =WE1J em 

wcp = ml (hl - hl6) 

h
1 

=f(p
1
,T

1
) 

The compressor is characterized by: 

Electrical power consumption: WE= f( compressor type, fluid, Pdis, Psuc) 

Electrical-mechanical efficiency: TJ em = f ( compressor type, fluid, Pd;/Psuc) 

Mass flux: mcp =/(compressor type, fluid, Prlis, Psuc, ~Tshsuc) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

(3d) 

(3e) 

(3f) 

For the selected compressor and refrigerant fluid, two matrices are generated using the manufacturer's data, one 
of values for the mass flux and another for the electrical power consumption in function of the suction and 
discharge pressure. When a value between the calculated matrix points is required, it can be obtained by 
interpolation between the nearest 4 points. 

Expansion device. The expansion mechanism is considered adiabatic (h9=h8). 

Pump. The power applied from the pump to the fluid ( W p) is obtained data from the manufacturer's pump 

characteristic curves. In this way the outlet enthalpy (h103) in the pump is obtained from an energy balance, 

wp =(m2 +m3)(hl03 -h,02) (4) 

Receiver. If the receiver is considered adiabatic, the outlet condition in this element corresponds to saturated liquid 
at its corresponding pressure due to the system working conditions. 

Low-pressure receiver. In this element, with two inlets and two outlets, the conditions of points h 101 and h 11 are 
saturated liquid and saturated vapour at the pressure of the low-pressure receiver. With this information and from 
an energy balance, the point h 101 or the point h11 is obtained, and from this, the pressure in the low-pressure 
receiver is calculated. 

mlhlO + m2hl07 + Qr = Cm2 + m3 )h101 + (ml - m3)h11 

h = h (P ) 
101 /,sat 101 

(Sa) 

(5b) 

Tubes and singularities. For each section between two points in the Figure I, that only includes tubes and 
singularities, the heat loss or gain and the pressure drop are calculated from the following equations: 

U.A.~Tl =;Jh -h l (6a) 
1 1 m ··1 out in 

[p -p. 1.~-~ A-~p . A-mg&=m[v -v ) 
out In r fric smg out in 

(6b) 

The pressure drop in each section is due to flow friction ~Pmc and local pressure drop through singularities 

(valves, contractions, expansions, bends, etc.) ~Pfsing: 
2 

~.p =fpv 
fric -2- (6c) 

~ . =kpv2 
.Psmg 2 (6d) 

For the calculation of the friction factor (f) inside the tubes and pressure drop factor (k) through singularities, 
different empirical correlation considering single or two-phase flow have been used. For the calculation of the heat 
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fluxes in the tubes, the global heat transfer coefficient in each one is calculated considering the inner and outer 
heat transfer coefficients ( ai and a 0 ) and the thermal resistances of the tube and the insulation. 

-1 

D. n[D ) D. [D ) D. U.= _1_+ __ l_J __!!E_ + l In _o_ + l 
1 a 2A D 2A D D a 

i ins o tube i o o 

(6e) 

For the computing ofthe inner heat transfer coefficient ai, correlations for single and two-phase flow have been 
used. For the outer coefficient a 0 , natural convection around tubes has been considered. 

Calculation o(additional mass (luxes. In the case ofhalocarbons, the mass flux m3 is calculated supposing that 

the whole quantity of oil after the oil separator is returned to the compressor from the auxiliary circuit, preventing 
in this way malfunctioning of the compressor. The quantity of oil passing through the oil separator (m.) (in parts 
per million (ppm)), and the quantity of oil in the low pressure receiver (X.) (mass of oiV[mass of oil + mass of 
refrigerant]) are data given by the oil separator characteristics and for the established working conditions in the 
unit. 

. m0 m1 ma=---
1x106 

(7a) 

m3 =m0 1Xa (7b) 

Auxiliary heat exchanger. A set of equations representing the global heat exchanged is obtained for the auxiliary 
heat exchanger. The heat capacity in this element, the mass flux and the outlet temperature of the secondary fluid 
are calculated from the following equations: 

f2aux = m3 (h203 - h202) 

f2aux=m c (Tauxl·-Tauxo) 
aux p,aux , ' 

Q = U F A t}.T 
aux oaux aux oaux lm, aux 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(8c) 

At the outlet of this heat exchanger, the superheating (h203) needed to evaporate the refrigerant and to drag the 
oil to the compressor is fixed. The global heat transfer coefficient and the flow configuration, UoauxFaux, is specified 
(usually from an advanced numerical simulation). The inlet temperature Taux,i ofthe secondary fluid is known as 
boundary conditions. The pressure drop in the auxiliary heat exchanger is evaluated in the same way as was 
explained in the evaporator. 

Moreover, in the node where points 12 and 204 connect with point 13, another energy balance is made to 
evaluate h 13. 

Global algorithm. Beginning with an initial value ofthe suction and discharge pressure of the compressor, all the 
enthalpies and pressures are computed for each element iterating until convergence is reached. Variables like 
velocities are also calculated to ensure that the design of tubes dimension are correct. Figure 2 shows the flow 
diagram for the resolution of the complete liquid overfeed system. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The performance of different modes of operation and different working fluids can be compared on the basis of 
either internal parameters (i.e. condensing and evaporating temperatures), or external parameters, such as the inlet 
temperature of the heat transfer secondary fluids. The latter approach is chosen for this work because this situation 
is more likely in real life (when the heat source and the heat sink temperatures are fixed) (5). 

The numerical simulation test for Rl34a and ammonia are performed at one heat sink temperature 33°C (Tc,i), 
because an oversize condenser has been selected with the objective of controlling this parameter in the 
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experimental unit. For this fixed condenser temperature, the heat source temperature (T e,i) in the evaporator is set 
at different values (from -7.5 to 10°C). A circulation rate of 4 is fixed in the evaporator. Test on the Rl34a is run 
at the same conditions as for ammonia. For Rl34a, the quantity of oil passing through the oil separator (rna) is 
assumed 50 ppm and the oil mass fraction in the low pressure receiver (Xa) is also assumed as lxl0-3

. 

Initial data: Geometry, Boundary 

Figure 2. Flow diagram for the resolution of the liquid overfeed system. 

The parameters chosen to describe the system's performance are: pressure ratio across the compressor 

(pd;/Psuc), compressor discharge temperature, evaporator rating capacity ( Qe ), COP ( Qe/wcp) and mass fluxes 

through the compressor and pump. Moreover, thermodynamic characteristics of the liquid overfeed systems 
working with the same fluid and different working conditions are here presented on the basis of the pressure
enthalpy diagram (Moliere diagram). 

The performance of the R134a and ammonia in the liquid overfeed system is compared. As expected due to the 
better thermodynamic properties of ammonia, the evaporator's refrigerating capacity is higher for ammonia and 
needs less mass flux than in the case of RI34a (ammonia has a high latent heat of vaporisation, so for equal heat 
removal, much less ammonia mass must be circulated compared to halocarbons) as shown in Figure 3. Although 
the COP is smaller because the compressor power supply is higher for ammonia than for R134a, according to the 
manufacturer's data; Therefore, the discharge temperature is also much higher than for Rl34a. Moreover, the 
pressure ratio is also higher for ammonia. 

A thermodynamic comparison between the Rl34a and ammonia performed for different heat source 
temperatures is illustrated in the Moliere diagrams in Figure 4. In these diagrams, the much higher latent heat of 
vaporisation for the ammonia is observed (difference between the enthalpies in the liquid and vapour saturation 
curves) and its higher pressure working conditions. The symbols in the figures represent the points of pressures 
and enthalpies calculated by the numerical simulation. For all these points, flow variables are calculated 
(velocities, mass fluxes, enthalpies, temperatures, pressures, mass fractions, void fractions). 
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Figure 3. Comparison between the performance of R134a and ammonia in a liquid overfeed system. 
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Figure 4. Comparison between the thermodynamic cycles performed by R134a and ammonia for 3 different 
heat source temperatures in a liquid overfeed system. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A numerical simulation of a liquid overfeed system working with pure refrigerants in steady state conditions has 
been performed. The global algorithm is based on the sequential resolution of the different elements of the system 
(compressor, evaporator, condenser, ... ). For each element, a simplified mathematical model based on global 
balances of mass, momentum and energy is used. For the compressor, the pump and other elements, the 
characteristic curves of the component are used. For the evaporator and condenser, specially tailored lumped 
parameter models have been developed based on an advanced detailed simulation model. In this way, global heat 
transfer coefficient (U) and the flow configuration factor (F) have been obtained. The behaviour of two refrigerant 
working fluids, ammonia and Rl34a, has been compared for a specified system and for different working 
conditions. The influence of the heat source and heat sink temperatures in both systems behaviour has been shown. 
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